
Advantages of Minibus

Can be used if there is legislation restricting vehicles dimensions

Can overcome constraints on operation like low or weak bridges

More buses can provide a higher frequency

Better fuel efficiency

Small vehicles offer a greater number of route variations, without 

adversely affecting service frequency

Disadvantages of Minibus

Cannot provide adequate service if loads are high enough for 

standard buses

Lower comfort than conventional buses

High service frequency may mean that there are often several 

vehicles running in convoy. This can create significant congestion 

compared with a single large vehicle carrying the same number 

of passengers

Higher levels of pollution; Higher speeds can cause accidents

Harder to manage and control

of atmospheric pollution, and easier management and times at stops will also be low.

control, particularly for scheduling purposes. The number of 
When operated at very high frequencies, small buses personnel required to transport a given number of 
invariably cause more congestion at stops by making more passengers will also normally be lower. 
wasteful use of road space. A 10-seat minibus occupies 

Smaller vehicles are necessary on routes where road nearly three times as much road space per passenger as a 

conditions inhibit the use of larger vehicles. This often applies full-sized bus.

when routes operate in high-density residential areas with 
Table 4.2 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of very narrow streets. Other constraints on the operation of 
a minibus. Table 4.3 provides an overview of the economics larger vehicles may include low or weak bridges, or terminals 
of operating a minibus compared to a standard bus. The and depots with restricted access, as well as legislation 
operating cost per kilometre is lower for a minibus, but so is restricting vehicle dimensions. Smaller buses can provide a 
the revenue per kilometre. Small vehicles are mass produced higher frequency of service for a given passenger flow, which 
in greater volume than large buses, and therefore capital can improve the convenience of the service. Passengers also 
costs per seat or passenger-place can be significantly lower. often prefer small buses because they are faster and take less 
Maintenance costs, principally the cost of spare parts, are time to load. Small vehicles also make it possible to offer a 
also often lower for the same reason. The life of a smaller greater number of route variations without adversely affecting 
vehicle is usually shorter than that of a larger vehicle, service frequency. A small vehicle usually has better 
however, so depreciation costs per passenger may be acceleration and manoeuvrability in traffic than a larger 
relatively high. vehicle. Smaller size also means a smaller number of 

passengers boarding and alighting at each stop, so dwell 

BETTER VEHICLES 
FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The focus of this chapter is about better vehicles as it 

relates to improving public transport service and 

operations and reducing pollution. 

• Identify Available Technology: There are a limited number 

of manufacturers of high quality, new technology buses in 

India. Research should be conducted to look at service, 

operational and maintenance issues for buses of varying 

sizes, floor heights, interiors, fuel, and engine types. 

• Evaluation and Selection process: An evaluation process 

should be conducted to select the vehicle technology that 

meets the complete needs of the system

• Procurement Process: Bids should be put out to lease or 

purchase vehicles

This vehicle selection methodology ensures that vehicles are 

picked according to the needs of the bus system.  For general 

information about buses, refer to the PPIAF/World Bank 
Example of Bus Design Standards in Indore

Urban Bus toolkit. Road vehicles used for mass public 

transport range from small vehicles carrying about ten Appendix C of this guide lists the standards adopted by ICTSL 
passengers, to bi-articulated buses built to maximum in Indore for their diesel fuelled semi-low floor buses.  
permitted dimensions and weight, which may carry over 270 According to the detailed technical specifications table, buses 
passengers. Each type of vehicle has a role to play and to should be designed to handle 16-20 hours of continuous 
some extent all types may be complementary to one another daily operation, peak period overload of up to 150% of 
as part of the overall public transport system. Table 4.1, normal capacity (with each passenger weighing 68 kgs on 
adapted from ITDP's Bus Rapid Transit Planning Guide, average), an average journey speed of about 18 kmph (with 
displays a recommended methodology for vehicle selection. frequent starts and stops), and a maximum attainable speed 
This methodology is as follows: of the bus of 70-80 kmph.  Further, the buses should be 

provided with handicap accessibility features that allow 
• Define System Needs: Vehicle characteristics should be 

wheelchair entry, as well as eco-friendly and energy efficiency 
defined to provide the most aesthetic bus that provides 

measures that meet specified exhaust emissions norms 
optimal system performance while meeting political and 

(Bharat Stage III or Euro-III or the latest as amended up to the 
financial constraints.  

date of supply). 

CHAPTER 4: 
BETTER VEHICLES 
FOR PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT

Vehicle Size Chassis and Body Financial Aspects Risk Assignment

Operations Propulsion Technology Operational Aspects Purchase Options

Environment Fuel Types Environmental Aspects Direct Bidding

Legal Restrictions Environmental Performance Strategic Issues Leasing

Fleet Size Strategic Issues

Define Needs  Available Technology Evaluation and Selection Procurement

Table 4.1 Recommended Methodology for Vehicle Selection

4.1 VEHICLE SIZE & CAPACITY Standard buses can carry a high number of standing 

passengers in greater comfort than small buses, which have 
There is no single perfect size vehicle. In the current market, very limited headroom. Larger buses require less road space 
there are many types of buses - minibuses, standard buses, per passenger, and this can be particularly significant where 
double-deck buses, articulated and bi-articulated buses.  road space is limited, as well as in depots, at bus stops and 
Careful planning needs to be done to choose a vehicle size stations. Fewer large buses are required to carry the same 
that will maximize convenience and service. number of passengers. This will normally result in lower levels 

Table 4.2  Advantages and Disadvantages of a Minibus

Source: [56]

Bus Type Standard Mini

Monthly Expenses

Total Expenses per Month 105,771 86,323

Mileage (kmpl) 3.75 6
Cost (rspl) 34 34
AMC (per km) 3.00 3.00
Bus km per day 220 220
Bus km per month 5,720 5,720

Premium (Route Concession) 5,000 5,000
Insurance + Accident comp. 4,750 4,750
Diesel 51,861 32,413
Salaries 18,000 18,000
Other expenses 1,000 1,000
Annual Maintenance Contract 17,160 17,160
Tires 8,000 8,000

Bus Type Standard Mini

Fare Revenue per km (Rs.) 22.73 13.64

Operating cost per km (Rs.) 18.49 15.09
Passengers per bus per day 1,000 600
Average trip length 5 5
Collection per day 5,000 3,000

Source: [56]

Table 4.3  Standard Vs Minibus Costs (Route 16, ICTSL)
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Optimal vehicle size for a system should be determined system has level boarding and a bus size of 80 passengers, 

based on the following criteria: but only a single door for each bus, creating a bottleneck. 

• The volume of traffic: When a large numbers of 4.3  FLOOR HEIGHT

passengers are to be carried, the most efficient and 
Buses have historically been developed using a truck chassis economic vehicle is the largest that can be operated 
which has high floors. In the last decade, research on legally, safely and practically within the constraints of the 
providing fast and efficient bus service has resulted in the prevailing road conditions.
production of low floor buses. Currently, there are three 

• The characteristics of the road system: Ultra low floor options for bus floor height. These include low floor, semi-low 

buses are not suitable in places with bad roads. Similarly, floor and high floor vehicles. Low floor buses eliminate steps, 

long bi-articulated buses will not work in places with which results in lower dwell times and easier access for the 

smaller stopping bays and limited space for turnaround. physically disabled.  Time savings could be as much as two 

Therefore, buses should be selected based on the quality seconds per passenger, which could add up to a high number 

of the road and geometric considerations for stopping on heavily used bus routes. In most developing countries, 

and turning. including India, there is a dearth of low floor bus 

manufacturers. Ashok Leyland, Tata Motors, Volvo and other 
• The type of services that passengers are prepared to pay companies are constructing low floor buses, but they have 

for: Swanky new buses are being marketed as the new minimal production capacity and are unable to meet the ever 
face of premium bus transport is India and the rest of the increasing demand for this bus type in India.  
world. To compete with private vehicles, buses have to be 

comfortable and of a standard acceptable to all sections 

of society. A 400mm (floor height) Volvo bus costs Rs. 80 

Lakhs while a 650mm Tata Star bus costs Rs. 20-25 

Lakhs. Both have almost similar capacity, so it is hard to 

justify the higher cost, unless it can be recovered from 

higher fares. A number of air conditioned buses are being 

operated in the high income corridors to promote modal 

shift to buses.

4.2  DOORWAYS

Vehicle size, doorway width and platform height are three key 

issues that determine the dwell time at a station. While it is 

important to use the correct vehicle size based on demand, it 

is equally essential to design the number and width of the 

doorways. The number, size and location of the doorways 

play an important role in facilitating efficient boarding and 

alighting. The combination of level boarding with multiple 

wide doorways can reduce boarding and alighting times per 

passenger by 0.25-0.5 seconds (See figures 4.1 and 4.2 on 

Dwell Times). Level boarding is the key to reducing dwell times and 

providing easy access for passengers.  An opposing school of 
Provision of several doorways dispersed along the length of 

thought argues that it is better to have high floor buses with 
the vehicle increases the capacity of the vehicle.  When there 

level boarding because of the higher costs and lower seating 
is only one door, passengers travelling short distances will 

capacity (due to the placement of wheel well) associated with 
bunch together near the door giving the impression of a 

low floor buses. Table 4.4 shows the comparison between 
crowded bus even when there is space in the middle of the 

high-floor and low-floor vehicles. 
bus. When the bus stops, this creates conflicts between 

entering and exiting passengers increasing the boarding and 

alighting time. This exact phenomenon was noticed during a 

site visit to the Janmarg BRT system in Ahmedabad. The 

Table 4.4  

Figure 4.1  

High Floor Vs Low Floor Buses

Dwell Time Based on Bus Features

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show dwell times based on floor height, door width/number, prepayment and bus type. These figures are 

based on data from Latin American cities. The figures show there is a maximum savings of 4 seconds per passenger. For 

example, if a bus route with 15 stops has 20 boardings and 10 alightings at each stop, it will save almost 30 minutes if it 

implements all the features to reduce dwell time. These time savings translate into having more frequent buses and/or reduced 

fleet size.

Level boarding 
is the key to 
reducing dwell 
times and 
providing easy 
access for 
passengers.

Factor

Purchase Cost

Maintenance costs

Convenience

Vehicle Towing

Fare Evasion

Vibrations and Comfort

Seating

High Floor Buses

Lower costs (Rs. 20-30 Lakhs)

Low

Very convenient and efficient with platform 

level boarding and inconvenient otherwise

Can be towed by a conventional tow truck in 

case of breakdown

Less common with pre-board fare system. 

Higher suspension reduces roadway bumps 

and vibrations

Less impact on number of seats from 

wheel-wells

Low-Floor Buses

20-30% higher costs due to complexity in 

design (Rs. 50-90 Lakhs)

High if run on bad roads

Very convenient and efficient with platform 

level boarding and 1 step boarding otherwise

May require special type of towing vehicle

More susceptible to fare evasion

More susceptible to roadway bumps and 

vibrations

Impact on height and number of seats 

due to placement of wheel well

4.20

2.50

2.00

0.60

0.30

2.50

2.50

2.00

0.60

0.30

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50

Normal (1 narrow door, stairs, 
on-board payment)

Prepayment

Level Access

Multiple Doors (3 wide doors)

Articulated Bus (4 wide doors)

Dwell Time

Seconds per Passenger

Boarding

Alighting
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CNG CNG + Oxidation Conventional Ultra Low Ultra Low Hybrid Diesel 
Diesel Catalyst Sulphur Diesel Sulphur Diesel + Electric

+ Particulate Filters

PM-10 Low Very Low Very High High Low Very Low

NOx Very High Very Low High Medium High Very Low

NMHC Very High Medium Medium Low Very Low

CO Very High Very Low Medium Medium Very Low Very Low

GHG High Medium Low Low Very High Very Low

Formaldehydes Very High Low Low Low Very Low

Acetaldehydes Very High Medium Medium Very High Very Low

Cost Medium Medium Very Low Low Low High

Figure 4.2  Contribution of bus features to reduce dwell time One fuel may emit less of one type of pollutant and more of 

another. Pollutants emitted by fuels include:

• PM-10 (Particulate matter 10 micrometers or less)

• NOx (Nitrogen Oxides)

• NMHC (Non-Methane Hydrocarbons)

• CO (Carbon Monoxide)

• GHG (Greenhouse Gases including carbon dioxide, 

methane, nitrous oxide, chlorofluorocarbons, and so on)

The decision to select a particular fuel will depend on the 

availability of said fuel and the local conditions in a region. In 

Delhi, pollution was at its all time high in the late 1990's 

because of the use of high sulphur and adulterated diesel. In 

2002, the Supreme Court ordered all buses to be converted 
Low floor buses work well in conventional bus systems that do to CNG. While CNG does well in reducing particulate 
not have closed stations, level boarding and pre-boarding emissions, its greenhouse gas emissions are not very different 
fare collection systems. In these scenarios, the 'one-step entry' from diesel technology. It is also worth noting that CNG buses 
afforded by low floor buses reduces dwell times and can have higher capital and maintenance costs than conventional 
improve system performance. In the Indian context, however, buses.  Some fuels produce less local emissions but more at 
the very high cost of these low floor buses compared to the point of production. Table 4.5 shows the emission of 
conventional buses must be taken into account. Given the pollutants for 6 different types of fuel. 
high demand levels in Indian cities, it might be more 

advantageous to use cheaper high floor buses and applying As can be seen from the table, CNG has very low emissions of 
the financial savings towards providing a higher frequency of PM-10, but high emissions of all other pollutants like NOx, 
service, rather than procuring expensive low floor buses and NMHC, CO and GHG. Adding an oxidation catalyst to CNG 
as a result only being able to provide a low frequency service. will reduce NOx, CO and GHG emissions. Conventional 

Diesel releases a high amount of PM-10 and NOx, but low 
4.4  BUS FUEL TYPE amounts of CO, GHG and other pollutants. Using Ultra Low

Sulphur Diesel (ULSD) reduces NOx and other pollutants. 
Public Transport plays an important role in improving the 

As of 2006, almost all of the petroleum-based diesel fuels 
environment by reducing the number of vehicles on the road. 

available in Europe and North America are of the ULSD 
This role can be further strengthened by the use of modern 

type. The move to lower sulphur content allows the 
buses that produce low emissions. Given the number of fuel 

application of newer emissions control technologies that 
options in the market, there is no clear winner in terms of low 

should substantially lower emissions of particulate matter 
emissions. Each fuel carries different trade-offs in costs, 

from diesel engines. 
emissions, road infrastructure and operating constraints. 

Figure 4.3 charts grams per kilometre of PM-10 for different types of fuel. All forms of diesel have the highest emissions of PM-

10. PM-10 emission is much lower for ultra low sulphur diesel with particulate filters compared to conventional diesel.  CNG 

and hybrid vehicles have the lowest PM-10 emissions. Increased levels of fine particles in the air are linked to health hazards 

such as heart disease, altered lung function and lung cancer. 

Figure 4.4 shows grams per kilometre of GHG for different types of fuel. The main greenhouse gases emitted by fuels are 

carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. As can be seen from the table and charts, diesel and hybrid vehicles have the least 

emissions of GHG. 

Source: [57] Source: [57]

4.5  BUSES IN THE INDIAN MARKET

Until the early 21st century, all Indian city bus bodies were built on truck chassis. Passengers had to get on and off through 

narrow doors while climbing two or three steps. Buses were built with only function in mind and were often noisy, uncomfortable 

and slow. Most buses operated on diesel and had high emissions.  With the launch of the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban 

Renewal Mission (JnNURM) in December 2005 and the National Urban Transport Policy (NUTP) in April 2006, bus transport 

got a fresh lease of life. JnNURM and NUTP encouraged modernizing public transport and partially funded the purchase of 

new buses. The Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD) prepared 'Urban Bus Specification Guidelines' which clearly stated the 

type of vehicles that should be procured for cities based on population size. As per these specifications, at least 20 percent of the 

buses procured under JnNURM for million-plus cities should be low-floor buses. Cities with less than one million in population 

could procure standard buses.  All the buses funded by JnNURM should carry a distinct JnNURM logo on both sides. A total of 

15,260 modern buses have been approved for 61 mission cities that chose to participate in this scheme. The aim of the urban 

bus specifications is to replicate the Metro experience in city buses and improve the service to a level that is not only efficient but 

also competitive and attractive to its users.

Bangalore rolled out its first set of premium buses in 2006.  Seventy Volvo buses were purchased at approximately Rs. 62 lakhs 

each, which is almost 3 times the cost of a standard vehicle . The reason for the slow introduction of premium buses in Indian 

cities is the high import duties on foreign vehicles and parts.  In most cases, excise duties are as high as 100% of the bus cost 

which results in a doubling of the cost.  Reducing excise duties will increase competition and will eventually increase production. 

Figure 4.3  Figure 4.4  PM10 emissions by Fuel Type GHG emissions by Fuel Type

Articulated Bus 

(4 wide doors), 

7.7%

Prepayment, 

43.6%
Level Access, 

12.8%

Multiple Doors 

(3 wide doors), 

35.9%

Table 4.5  Pollutants by Fuel Type

Source: [57]
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Viking BS - II Viking BS - III Viking BS - II

Viking SLF BS - III Viking CNG BS - III 12 M Bus - BS II

Cheetah BS - II 12 M Bus - BS II Cheetah BS - III

Cheetah BS - II Panther BS - II Lynx BS - II

Vestibule Bus - BS III Double Decker Airport Tarmac Coach

In the last 5-10 years, many Indian and foreign companies 

such as Tata Motors, Ashok Leyland, Swaraj Mazda, King 

Long and Volvo have set up manufacturing units for premium 

CNG, low floor and semi-low floor buses in Indian cities. The 

capacity of these facilities is still too low to meet the ever 

increasing demand for high quality buses. There are many 

private companies that assemble buses using truck chassis 

and these companies have yet to enter into the low floor bus 

market. Furthermore, public transport operators have to 

compete with airports and intercity private operators for 

premium buses and hence it takes a considerable amount of 

time from order to delivery. With most of these companies 

expanding facilities and setting up automated assembly lines, 

this issue might get resolved in the coming years. There also 

appears to be a perception in India that floor height is 
Source: [59]

connected to quality; low-floor buses are perceived to be 

more “modern” and of a better quality than conventional 

buses. Given the price premium for low floor buses and the 

bottlenecks in their production and procurement, Indian bus 

operators and BRT systems should also consider using high 

quality conventional buses. 

The following section presents details of some of the bus 

manufacturers in India. This is not a comprehensive list and 

details only the most commonly available models.  

Information and images in this section have been taken 

directly from the websites and press releases of these bus 

manufacturers. 

Source: [59]
Tata Motors:

 
'Starbus' is Tata Motors' city bus series. They are available in a 

Ashok Leyland
number of variants, with seating capacities ranging from 16 

to 67 seats. The Starbus product line includes standard, Ashok Leyland is one of the oldest bus and truck 
deluxe, Low Floor and Ultra Low Floor bus options, each with manufacturers in India and currently has more than 40% of 
a customised set of features .  Additional technical details for the market share for buses in India. Their "Viking" and 
Starbus can be found on the Tata Motors Website. "Cheetah" lines of buses are of various sizes, interiors, comfort 

levels, fuel and engine types. They make standard buses, 

deluxe, double-decker and articulated (vestibule) buses [60]. 

Figure 4.7 shows their range of buses.  In the last decade, 

Ashok Leyland has expanded their bus manufacturing range 

to include CNG buses, semi-low floor, and ultra-low floor 

models. They have supplied Delhi Transport Corporation with 

hundreds of CNG buses and are now under contract to 

supply 875 ultra low floor buses in 2010. These new buses 

are manufactured in their 20,000 square metre facility at 

Alwar, which has spearheaded the introduction of CNG 

technology in India, with over 3,500 CNG bus chassis built to 

date. This bus manufacturing facility is equipped with modern 

machinery that has been globally benchmarked as the best in 

class. It is very important to have such state-of-the-art bus 
Source: [59]

Figure 4.6  

Figure 4.7  

Figure 4.5  

Starbus: Low Floor Bus

Starbus: Ultra Low Floor Bus

Starbus: Standard Bus

building capabilities in India, especially in light of the high 

costs of importing foreign vehicles and parts [61]. 

 

Source: [60]

Source: [60]

Source: [60]

At the Auto Expo 2010, Ashok Leyland unveiled India's first 

plug-in CNG hybrid bus. The HYBUS combines a 

conventional CNG engine with an electric propulsion system. 

The engine is operated at an optimal efficiency to drive the 

generator for charging the on-board battery.  The Lithium-Ion 

battery that powers the electrical drive system provides the 

propulsion. The HYBUS intelligently selects the most efficient 

operating mode to ensure maximum fuel efficiency without Source: [60]
compromising performance, comfort or passenger safety.

Figure 4.10  

Figure 4.8  

Figure 4.11  

Figure 4.9  

Ashok Leyland: Low Floor iBus

Ashok Leyland Range of Buses

Ashok Leyland: Low Floor Buses

Ashok Leyland: Ultra Low Floor Buses

Rear Engine SLF (CNG) - BS III

Tarmac Coach ULE (CNG) - BS III
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Type of Technology

Electronic Fare Collection

Automatic Vehicle 

Location / Centralized 

Control

Modern Traffic Signal 

Technology

User Information

Benefits to the Operator

Reduces overhead in terms of ticket collector 

Eliminates leakage of fare collections

Reduces dwell times

System monitoring leads to improved 

performance

Higher speeds and increased reliability 

Increased usage because of public 

information and awareness

Benefits to the User

Increased convenience

Increased perception of reliability and safety

Higher speeds and increased reliability

Perception that bus transport is a priority for 

the government

Increases confidence and reliability 

Figure 4.12 

Figure 4.13  

Ashok Leyland: HYBUS (Hybrid Technology Bus)

Volvo: 8400

Source: [60]

VOLVO BUS

The Volvo 9400 was the first bus to be introduced with a true bus chassis in India and is now a well recognized brand known for 

its high vehicle performance and ride comfort.  Bangalore was the first city in India to introduce Volvo buses for public transport. 

The high end air conditioned buses provide a comfortable alternative to driving private vehicles in peak traffic. These buses 

were helpful in changing the image of public transport from old and rickety to sleek and sophisticated. 

To reduce costs, Volvo started a new state of the art bus body building facility just outside Bangalore [58]. 

 

Source: [62]

TECHNOLOGY

Technological innovations over the last few decades 

have continued to advance the state-of-art in public 

transport.

Table 5.1  

 Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) such as 

synchronized traffic signals, real time traveller information, 

automatic fare collection and advanced traffic management 

systems have given a facelift to the traditional bus system. Not 

only are these systems widely available in India, they are also 

very affordable. Use of sophisticated technology in bus 

transport helps dispel the perception that the bus is a poor 

cousin of rail.  Customers are drawn to transport that is 

efficient, reliable and modern. 

ITS systems have been in place for many years in developed 

countries. The good news for developing countries is that 

these technologies are now widely available and very 

affordable. The city of Indore has GPS units in each of its buses 

and is able to track vehicles.  Janmarg in Ahmedabad also has an advanced traffic management centre where buses are 

constantly monitored. Both these cities have taken advantage of affordable technology to improve system reliability and 

provide passenger information. Technology should be used to improve operational efficiency and customer satisfaction. 

Table 5.1 shows the benefits of different types of technologies. 

5.1 TRAFFIC SIGNAL PRIORITY

Traffic signal priority is a technique to speed up bus public transport services at intersections (or junctions) with traffic signals. 

Buses normally signal their impending arrival (via radio systems, for example) and on their arrival at the intersection receive 

a green light. Table 5.2 shows signal priority measures adopted by the studied cities.  

Benefits of Technology

CHAPTER 5: 
TECHNOLOGY

Technology 
should be used 
to improve 
operational 
efficiency and 
customer 
satisfaction.
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